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ELAW Fellowship Program:
ELAW Fellows come to Eugene, Oregon, to gain
skills that will help them protect communities and
prevent environmental abuses. These visitors bring
valuable, diverse perspectives. ELAW has hosted
more than 150 environmental professionals from
50 countries around the world. ELAW Fellows are
law students, young lawyers, experienced lawyers,
and other professionals who help the world’s
most disadvantaged communities protect the
environment through law.
ELAW tailors each Fellowship so that the Fellow
can work with attorneys and scientists on their
priority projects and be more effective when they
return home.
ELAW Fellows have gone on to do outstanding
work and become respected leaders. Four ELAW
Fellows later won the prestigious Goldman
Environmental Prize, including 2009 Goldman Prize
winner Rizwana Hasan from Bangladesh.

Fellowships can include:
• One-on-one work with ELAW staff lawyers,
scientists, and development professionals
• Collaboration with organizations working on
similar issues in the Pacific Northwest
• Meeting with government agencies and attending
court sessions and public hearings
• Intensive English study at the University of
Oregon’s American English Institute
• Participating in environmental law and other
classes at the University of Oregon
• Public presentations and press interviews
“My visit to ELAW was a very positive experience. I
took advantage of the opportunity to meet lawyers,
judges, NGO leaders and law professors, and to
reach a higher language proficiency level and to
learn how to launch a public interest environmental
clinic. When I return to China, I will accelerate
the development of our existing legal clinic and
incorporate environmental law into it; establish
a website, and hold a conference for training
environmental lawyers.”
Cai Cianfeng, China

“One does not need to be told why you need to
protect the environment, in May, here in Eugene.
Nature says it all! You must see it yourself!
Whenever you are in touch with the ELAW-US people
you will not miss home. They are ready to help you
with phone cards, umbrellas, car rides, cinemas,
shopping, laws, computers, cases and what not.
It has been wonderful being with them – it truly
is a resource bank – valuewise, intellectually and
humanly. I loved being here and look forward to pay
back or pay it forward!!!”
Rizwana Hasan, Bangladesh

